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ADDITIVITY AND INDEFINITE INTEGRATION

FOR  McSHANE'S P-INTEGRAL1

C.  H.  SCANLON

Abstract. Suppose [a, b] is a closed real number interval,

A = {(p,q];(p,q]cz(a,b]}, and U is a real valued function on

[a, b]xA. For ce (a, b), necessary and sufficient conditions are

given for P-integrability of U on (a, c] and (c, b] to imply P-inte-

grability on (a, b]. Suppose t/is P-integrable on (a, b] and g(x) =

P Jj U for each x e [a, b]. Necessary and sufficient conditions are

given for^ to be respectively continuous, bounded, and of bounded

variation.

1. Preliminaries. Suppose a=?0</1<- • •</n = 6 and xx, x2, ■ ■ • ,

xne[a,b]. Then U={(xx, (t0, tx]), •■•, (xn, (tn_x, tn])} is called a P-

partition of [a, b\. If ô is a positive real valued function on [a, b], then

the statement that II is ó-fine means that (tt_lt r¿)c (xt — a(x¡), Xi+o(x¡))

for i'=l, •• • , n.

The statement that U is P-integrable on (a, b] means that there is a real

number denoted by P $% U such that if e>0 there is a positive real valued

function ô on [a, b] such that if 11 = {(xt, (t±-lt «¿])}"=i is any ó-fine P-

partition of (a, b] then

t U(Xi, (U_x, if]) -pCu
i=l Ja

<e.

Variations in the following lemma can be found in ([1], [2], [3]).

Lemma K. If U is P-integrable on [a, b] ande>0, there is a positive real

valued function ô on [a, b] such that //n = {(x¿, (ff_i, fJ)KLi is any b-fine

P-partition of [a, b] then

î u(Xi, (ti-i, u}) - p r u
i=i ju—i

<s.

2. Additivity.    E. J. McShane [1] proved that if U is P-integrable on

(a, b] and c e (a, b) then U is P-integrable on (a, c] and (c, b] and that
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P Sa U=P Sa U+P Si U.  The  following  theorem  gives necessary and

sufficient conditions for a form of the converse to hold.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose c e (a, b) and U is P-integrable on (a, c] and

(c, b]. Then each of the following statements is equivalent to each of the

others:

(i) U is integrable on (a, b],

(ii) if £>0, there is a positive number y such that ifsup{a, c—y}<x<

c<y<inf{b, c+y}, then \U(c, (x, c])+U(c, (c,y])-U(c, (x,y])\<e, and

(iii) z/e>0 there is a positive number X such that if

sup{a, c — X}<.x<c<y<. mf{b, c + /},

then \P SI U+P SI U-U(c, (x,y])\<e.

Proof. Suppose (i) is true and e>0. By Lemma K there is a positive

function ô on [a, b] satisfying Lemma K for e/3. Then if sup{a, c—ô(c)}<

x<c<y<inf{c+ô(c), b},

(1)

(2)

(3)

P [u - U(c, (x, c])
Jx

pÇu - U(c, (c, y])

pTu - U(c, (x, y])

<e/3,

< e/3,    and

<e/3.

Combining these inequalities yields

\U(c, (x, c]) + U(c, (c, y]) - U(c, (x, y])\ < e.

Thus (i)=>(ii). Also, (3) yields

p(°U + P ÍV - U(c, (x, y]) < e/3 < e.

Thus (i)=>(iii).

Assume (ii) is true, let e>0, and let y be the positive number from (ii)

for e/3. There exist positive functions ôi and ô2 corresponding to the

intervals (a, c] and (c, b], which satisfy Lemma K for e/3. Let

ô(x) = inf^!^), c — x}    if x g [a, c),

= infime), ô2(c), y}   if x = c,   and

= inf{ô2(x),x—c}   if x e (c,b].
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Suppose n = {(/¿, (x¡_x, x¿])}*=1 is a á-fine P-partition of (a, b]. If c=x¡

for some y,

2 (/((,, (*M, x,]) -pTu-pC
¡=1 Ja Je

L'

j PWxh, **]) - P [u  + 2 I/(r„ (^ Xi]) - P \"u
¿=i J« ¿=i J"

< e/3 + £/3 < £.

If c e (Xj_t, Xj) for some j,

2 tffo, (*w, Xi]) -pTu-P \"u
i=l Ja Je

3-1

^2

+

u(u, (*<_!, xj) - p T U  +  C/(C, (X,.!, C]) - P P   [/
Jœi-i Jxj-i

Çxj n Çxi

U(c, (c, x,]) - P      ¡7 + 2    U(ti, (Xi_x, xA) - P       U
J« i=3 + l JlTi-1

+ \U(c, (Xj_x, c]) + U(c, (c, xA) - Vie, (x3._1; xA)\

< £/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e.

Thus (ii)=>(i).

Suppose (iii) is true and e>0. Let X be the positive number from (iii)

for e/3. Let èx and <52 be positive functions on (a, c] and (c, b] respectively

which satisfy Lemma K for e/3. Choose y = inf{ôx(c), ô2(c), X}. Then if

supfa, c—y}<x<c<y<inf{b, c + y},

\U(c, (x, c]) + U(c, (c, y]) - U(c, (x, y])\

U(c, (x, c]) - P
¡y

+ U(c, (c, y])
- p\y

+ 3 fu+p r
J x Jc

U - U(c, (x, y])

< e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e.

Thus (iii)=>(ii).

3. Indefinite integration. Suppose U is P-integrable on (a, b] and

g(x)=P f* U for each x e [a, b]. g is called the indefinite integral of U on

[a, b].

Theorem 3.1. g is bounded on [a, b] if and only if there is a positive

function ô on [a, b] and a number M such that if (c, d]c (a, b], t e [a, b],

and (c, d]c(t-ô(t), t + ô(t)), then \U(t, (c, d])\<M.
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Proof of Necessity. Suppose g is bounded and let L denote a

bound of |g|. There is a positive function ô satisfying Lemma K for e=l.

Suppose (c,d]<=(a,b], t e [a, b] and (c,d]<^(t-o(t),t + è(t)). Then

there is a <5-fine P-partition of (a, b] with (t, (c, d]) as a member. Thus

|U(t, (c, d])-PSdc U\< 1 and |U(t, (c,d])\< 1 + \P Jf U\^ 1 + \g(d)-g(c)\^
1+2L.

Proof of Sufficiency. Suppose U, ô, and M satisfy the hypothesis

and assume g is not bounded. Let {tA denote an increasing sequence of

numbers in [a, b] such that \g(tt)\>i for each i and let / g (a, b] denote

the limit of {?,}. If no such sequence exists, there would be a similar

decreasing sequence and a similar argument would follow. By Lemma K,

there exists a positive function ô' on [a, t] such that if

n = {(ti,(xi_i,xl])}U

is a ó'-fine P-partition of (a, t], then

2 U(U,(Xi_i,Xi]) -pT u
;=1 Jxi-l

<  1.

Let y=\nf{è(t), ô'(t)} and j a positive integer such that 0<\tj — t\<y and

\g(tt)—g(t)\>M+l. Since there is a ¿'-fine P-partition of (a, t] with

(t, (tj, t]) an element,

U(t, (t„ t])-\ U-£' <i,

thus \g(t)-g(tj)\-l<\U(t, (tj, t])\ and M<\U(t¡, (t¡, t])\ which contra-

dicts the hypothesis.

Theorem 3.2. g is continuous on [a, b] if and only if for each e>0

there is a positive function ô on [a, b] such that if (c, d]^(a, b], t e [a, b]

and (c, d]c (t-ô(t), t+ô(t)), then \ U(t, (c, d])\ <e.

Proof of Necessity. Suppose g is on [a, b] and e>0. Let ô' be posi-

tive real from the definition of uniform continuity for e/2 and ô" be the

positive function from Lemma K for e/2. Let ô(t) = inf {ô1, ô"(t)}. Then if

te [a, b] and (p,q]<^(a, b] such that (p,q]<=(t—d(t), t+ô(t)), by Lemma

K

U(t, (p, q]) V <£/2,

\U(t,(p, q])\ < e/2 + \g(q) - g(p)\,

and since \p—q\<ô, \U(t, (p,q])\<e.

Proof of Sufficiency.    Suppose U satisfies the hypothesis and e>0.
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Let ô be the positive function from the hypothesis for e/2 and ô" be the

positive function from Lemma K for e/2. Let d=inf{<5', ô"}. Then if

x,ye [a,b] and (x,y]<=(x-ô(x), x+ô(x)),

Ig« - gGOl = p   u
rv

Jx

l'y

TJx

- U(x, (x, y])

< e/2 + e/2 = e.

+ \U(x,(x,y])\

Thus g is continuous.

Theorem 3.3. g is of bounded variation on [a, b] if and only if\U\ is P-

integrable on (a, b]. Furthermore, if g is of bounded variation on [a, b],

then the total variation of g on [a, b] is J„ \U\.

Proof of Necessity. Suppose g is of bounded variation and let Vg

denote the total variation of g on [a, b] and let e>0. There is a partition

a=x0<x1<- ■ -<xn=b such that O^Vg-21.1 l«(*i)--*(x«-i)|<«/2.
Let

ô'(t) = inf{x¿ - t,t - Xi_x}   if t e (Xi_x, xA,

= \ infix,- — x¿_!, xi+x — xA   if t = Xi for i = 1, • • • , n — 1,

=  2\xn xn-l)     " ' = Xn>

=  \(XX — X0)      if I  = X0.

Let ô" be the positive function from Lemma K for e/2 and <5=inf{<5', ô"}.

Suppose Il = {(/¿, (v¿_i,j¿])}™ i is a á-fine P-partition of (a,b].

Then a=y2<yx<- • -<.ym=b is a refinement of a=x0<x1<- ■ -<xm=¿»

and thus 0= Vg- ¿Xi \g(yt)-g(y^-ù\ <£/2 and 0< Vg- 2Zi \P fiU U\<
e/2. It follows from Lemma K that

m m /»y,-

21^.(^-1.^1-2 p\¡=i ¿=i     Jm-i

Combining inequalities yields

m

L/ <

<e.

Therefore \U\ is P-integrable and P J„ |L/j = Kg.

Proof of Sufficiency.   Suppose | U\ is P-integrable and e>0. Let ô" be

a positive function which satisfies Lemma K for both U and \U\ for e/2.
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Let a=x0<Xi<- ■ -<.xn—b be any partition of [a, b]. Define ô as in the

necessary proof and let Il = {(ti, 0>¿_i> J¿])}íli he any ó-fine P-partition

of (a, b].
Lemma K yields

and thus
¿=i jït-i

<S

21 W*Ce-i» J'iDI - I «00 - ^¿-i)l K-,
ï=i -¿

Also, Lemma K gives

2   [c/fe^-i.yjl-pr |i/|
¿=i Jï.-i

Combining inequalities yields

Sigoo-gCvi-oi-H í/i

<i-

<e.

Therefore it follows from the definition of bounded variation that g is of

bounded variation and that Vg is P Si \U\.
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